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“Life is like riding a bicycle:  you don’t fall off unless you stop 
pedaling.” ~Claude Pepper 

Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter August, September and October 2019 Newsletter.            
Hopefully everyone is enjoying their last few weeks of good riding weather. My name is Glenn                
Lynch, and I generate the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s Newsletter. I would appreciate your             
help with articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous information that our motorcycle community            
should be aware of. I am open to your ideas, and would like to know what you would want to                    
see in our newsletter. This newsletter is for our chapter community, and I would love for our                 
Allegheny Mountain Chapter community to help me in this endeavor. Please e-mail me at              
panhead_48@comcast.net with anything you would like to be included in the next newsletter             
which will be coming the end of January. 

mailto:panhead_48@comcast.net


 

Newsletter Editor Note: 

A big thank you to Richard Spagnolli, Jim Graulty, Karan Andrea, Jason            
Zerbini, Joe Ferri, and many others who have contributed to putting this            
newsletter together.  I couldn’t do this without your help.  

 

Event Coordinator Note: 

It has come to my attention that some members did not receive recent chapter              
communication emails. For various reasons email providers will flag an email           
and redirect it to a junk or spam folder due to content it sees as potentially                
harmful. Please keep an eye on your spam folder so you do not miss anything.               
Most always an email provider will have a way to put email from me on the                
whitelist or always accept them.  Thanks! ~Jason 

 

President’s View 

President’s View  
 
 
Dear Members, 
  
This will be my last column for the newsletter as President of the Allegheny Mountain Chapter. I                 
am a little nostalgic as I look back over the last 16 years as the President. This chapter started                   
after a bunch of old bike guys finally got together after riding around Western Pennsylvania and                
the country on their old motorcycles. Most of us knew each other, attended AMCA National               
Meets around the country, and rode together in our area. After talking about starting an AMCA                
Chapter in Western Pennsylvania for what seemed to be years, finally came to fruition in Curt                
Poole’s garage on a Saturday afternoon in 2004. 



  
I believe notice of this first meeting was sent out by email, to those folks who had the service,                   
and word of mouth. The turnout was excellent. Now all those folks were in a garage together and                  
decided to form an AMCA Chapter in Western Pennsylvania. The decision to make the Chapter               
a “riding chapter” was unanimous. Keep it simple. Two meetings a year in the Spring and Fall,                 
and ride at least six months out of the year, and have a Christmas Party. Later discussions                 
resulted in a name for the Chapter, and ultimately, a Chapter logo. Choice of the logo discussions                 
were at times intense, but ultimately, resolved with an agreement that no one motorcycle brand               
would be depicted in the logo. Hence our current logo, which truly represents that we are a riding                  
Chapter in the Allegheny Mountains of Western Pennsylvania. 
  
Although membership numbers have fluctuated over the years, our current 80+ members is a true               
indication that folks in our geographic area who have an interest in old bikes like what we have                  
been doing and continue to do so. We have acquired members in several different ways. Many                
joined because they were AMCA members looking for a local Chapter to join. And some who                
were on the road riding their old bikes and ran into one of our members like Curt Poole, who                   
would try to convince them to join the AMCA and our Chapter. These casual meetings often                
occurred on the road, at a stop sign or red light, at a gas station, or a gathering at a local                     
motorcycle dealership. There are many ways to find Chapter members. We have been fortunate              
that our members are passionate about our sport and are always looking to expand the AMCA                
and our Chapter membership rolls. 
  
Since first being exposed to old motorcycles to ride in the early 90s, I have seen the dramatic                  
transformation of our sport. From the way the AMCA was organized and operated, to its               
transformation into one willing to adopt modern operational practices like the hiring of an              
executive director, increasing the number of magazines for the membership, and digitizing them             
for tech savvy members. The dramatic effect ebay has had on our sport by making parts available                 
to all not able to attend AMCA National Meets. And, the transformation and computerization of               
the AMCA Judging System which makes it the premier way for members to have their old bikes                 
judged. There are other aspects of change that I have seen, but what may be the most important                  
one is the fact that the AMCA and Chapter memberships are accepting the changes with close to                 
12,000 Members in the AMCA and growing. 
  
But aside for all the modernization we have seen in the AMCA and our Chapter, one of the most                   
important aspects of the AMCA and our local Chapter is the camaraderie that has developed over                
the years among the Membership, and is the glue which I believe will keep the AMCA, and all                  
associated Chapters, together supporting our sport for the foreseeable future. Although I have             
heard many times our sport is all about the bikes, I also believe it is about folks like us who ride                     
their old motorcycles. 



  
A note on the future of the AMCA. We all know change is part of life. Some change we accept,                    
and some we don’t. When the founders of the AMCA decided to form the Club in 1954 with the                   
specific purpose of preserving the motorcycles from the teens and 20s, they could not have               
perceived how our sport would be transformed over the years with the introduction of new               
brands of motorcycles and technology. Today we are in the same position of the founders when                
it comes to the future of antique motorcycles. It’s difficult to imagine our sport 20, 30 or even 50                   
years from now. Panhead? Knucklehead? What are they? I can see some member asking those               
questions in the distant future. Many scoff when electric motorcycles are mentioned. I have little               
doubt that our sport will be transformed in the future, and electric motorcycles, and perhaps other                
technologically advanced ones, will at some point become “antique motorcycles.” 
  
It has been a true pleasure and honor being President of the Allegheny Mountain Chapter for 16                 
years. I am sure our new leadership will continue our course and make the Chapter experience                
better. I will still be involved with the Chapter, and look forward to participating like I have in                  
the past. I have been fortunate to have a family that rides old motorcycles too. Maybe not with                  
the dedicated passion that I have, but they ride. Hopefully, my son Mark and grandson Jake, will                 
carry on the tradition of riding old motorcycles. I would like to thank my wife JoAnn for                 
enduring for many years my passion for riding old bikes. She has ridden along side of me many                  
times on National Road Runs, and on several around-the-world adventures. And oftentimes            
complaining I was riding too fast! She was right of course! I am privileged to have such a riding                   
companion. 
  
Finally, several years ago, I had the following words etched into my bathroom mirror to remind                
me every day of something I believe is very important to me personally: NEVER STOP               
RIDING. 
  
Thanks for being an AMCA and Allegheny Mountain Chapter Member. Ride safe and remember              
to “Never Stop Riding.” 
  
All the Best, 
Richard 
rspagnolli@aol.com 
724-861-4681 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:rspagnolli@aol.com


Board Members 
  
Board Members: 
 
Richard Spagnolli, President 
rspagnolli@aol.com 
  
Todd Mickinak, Vice President 
tmick55@gmail.com 
 
JoAnn Spagnolli, Secretary 
 
Joe Baird, Treasurer 
Baird.jp@gmail.com 
 
Jason Zerbini, Event Coordinator 
jzriv@windstream.net 
 
Bill Hubert, Director 
vntge@zoominternet.net 
 
Glenn Lynch, Newsletter Editor 
panhead_48@comcast.net 
 
Justin DeRiggi, Director 
Uscgjman11@aol.com 
 
Gary Palombia, Webmaster 
webkahuna@amcaamc.com 

 

Mercer Bikes, Bands, Brews Show 
The Mercer Bikes, Bands, Brews Show took place on August 3, 2019 in Mercer, Pennsylvania.               
This show was sponsored by Paul Greenwood. Thank you from our Chapter for organizing this               
event. We know the amount of work involved, and we all do appreciate it. Isn’t it amazing Paul                  
Greenwood can pick a weekend for this bike show, and year after year, the weather is                
outstanding! This bike show was no exception. There was a great turnout, great weather with               
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great bands, and great food. It was good to see old friends and many new faces. The rumbling                  
of old bikes could be heard throughout Mercer, and viewed on the Diamond. This year attracted                
a few bikes that I have never seen before. It is always fun to mingle and talk with other                   
collectors of fun toys. How can you ever get sick and tired of seeing old motorcycles, and                 
drinking good beer!  Can’t get better than that!  Can’t wait until next year! 

 
Bikes are starting to line up for the day. 

 
Spectators starting to roll in. 



 

 
People enjoying the great music. 

Rock Run III 

The Rock Run III which took place on August 4, 2019 was sponsored by Todd Mickinak, his                 
wife, Sandy Mickinak, and his father, Jim Mickinak. An enormous thank you from the              
Allegheny Mountain Chapter to Todd, Sandy and Jim for another fabulous event. This is the               
third Rock Run Todd has sponsored, and we appreciate his father, Jim, continually opening up               
his home to host our Chapter for each of them. The drinks always flow generously, and the food                  
never stops coming. Did we ever think that Todd could ever outdo the last Rock Run? Who                 
would have thought he could have surpassed the last event? Many, many, thanks from all the                
members who attended! 



Our route started at Jim’s house in Latrobe. We traveled Route 819, which is a beautiful                
winding road that heads towards Saltsburg, and eventually, hits Route 286. We rode on Route               
286, another gorgeous mountain road, we crossed Route 56, and eventually ended up on Route               
711.  All these roads are absolutely beautiful.  

We had a gas stop half-way through the run to have a rest, and grab a drink and snack. Overall,                    
it was around 100 miles round-trip. Anyone that rides motorcycles knows riding 100 miles on               
back mountain roads is a wonderful day of riding.  

After our ride, Todd, Sandy, and Jim provided hamburgers, hotdogs, potato salad, coleslaw,             
chips, beer, cold soda and cold water. It doesn’t get any better than that! Once again, thank you                  
very much.  The riders that participated on this run appreciated it.  

 
‘47 Knucklehead and Rolling Rock Beer....doesn’t get any better! 



 
Willie first on the scene. 

 
John Firetto pulling in and getting ready for a great day of riding. 



 
Bill Hubert and Bill Colosimo enjoying a sunny day of riding. 

 
Gas stop.  We don’t want anyone running out of gas. 



 
How about this aerial view.  Technology these days is great!  Heading back to Jim’s house. 

 
Good friends.  Good beer.  Good food.  God Bless America. 

Todd, Sandy and Jim, we sincerely thank you for the time and effort in getting a group of our                   
chapter riders together for great fun, food and drinks. 



National Pike Steam Show 

Submitted by Jason Zerbini: 

Brownsville National Pike Gas and Steam Show Road Run Recap - August 10, 2019 

It had been a few years since our group attended the Steam Show. The planets finally aligned to                  
sponsor a ride down on Saturday, August 10th. A beautiful weather forecast set the stage for a                 
good day, and 10 of us met at the GetGo at the Rt. 119 Scottdale exit. At 9:30, we departed for a                      
scenic, but short, 28 mile ride through the country passing through don’t-blink-or-miss-them            
towns like Dawson, Vanderbilt, and Grindstone then finally through Brownsville on to the show.              
A perfect weather forecast brings out the masses to this show, and our first assurance was the                 
line of cars backed up on the hill going into the showgrounds. Preplanning for this, we proceeded                 
onward riding past the stopped traffic to avoid the agony of stopping and starting old bikes                
multiple times on the hill. This went well, fortunately because no one happened to be coming                
down the hill! We checked in at the gate, and rode slowly into the event on a mostly wooded                   
winding dirt road passing vendors, exhibitors, and spectators. As we pulled into the area for               
show parking, Steam Show coordinator, Scott Higinbotham, was waiting and directed us to a              
premium spot up front where the bikes were most visible. Thank you Scott for hosting us! As we                  
were parking the bikes, a wave of spectators descended upon us from all directions. Apparently               
the rumble of the old iron drew some attention. Afterward, it was hard to get away because of the                   
level of interest from spectators asking about the antique bikes. This has happened in past visits                
as well. While I have only had an antique bike since 2012, we’ve been to a lot of places on it and                      
nowhere do we experience the high level of reception and enthusiasm from the public as we do                 
at the Steam Show. The group hung around until about 2:00 p.m. before heading for home. This                 
event is a great opportunity to see things you will never see anywhere else. Running displays of                 
old steam, gas, and diesel powered farming and construction equipment that helped build the              
country are everywhere, and you can get up-close and personal to watch it. Including a steam                
powered rock crusher, coal mining equipment demonstration, large numbers of old dirt moving             
equipment in operation on what must be a 3 acre plot, sawmill, blacksmith shop, rope making,                
shingle mill, and threshing machine to name a few. The maintenance and repair skills needed to                
keep so much of the old equipment going is hard to imagine. In addition, there are many flea                  
market and craft vendors. Besides seeing things you won’t see anywhere else, you also won’t see                
food prices this low vs any other festival type event like a ½ roasted chicken for $5 when at                   
many events you’ll pay more for a cheeseburger. We enjoyed it so much Rhonda and I went back                  
the next day. 



 
Entrance to this historic playground of steam engines. 

 

 
Jason, leader of the pack, is giving the day’s instructions. 



 
A beautiful Vincent made the trip.  You don’t see to many of these out on the road anymore. 

 
What a beautiful day for a ride. 



 
Judging by this picture, they let anyone into a steam show. 



 
It seems like all the spectators were enthused with all the antique motorcycles. 



 
Old dirt movers at work. 



 
Rumor has it there was a green dump truck missing from the steam show…. Hmmmm…. Do                
you think Rhonda had something to do with it? Just kidding… but maybe the flag might have                 
been missing? 



 
Amazing that a machine this old can still be in working condition. 

Thank you to Jason Zerbini for sponsoring a ride for our local chapter to attend the Steam Show.                  
We sincerely thank you for the time and effort in getting a group of our chapter riders together to                   
represent the Allegheny Mountain Chapter at this event.   

Music City Chapter National Road Run 

Article Submitted by:  Jim Graulty and Karan Andrea 

Music City Chapter National Road Run 

Nashville, TN 

by: Jim Graulty and Karan Andrea 

  

I had the good fortune of being able to attend the Music City National Road Run on                  
September 4th through 6th, along with fellow Allegheny Mountain Chapter members Karan            
Andrea, Allan Osterwise, Dale Osterwise, and former chapter member Dick Edgar, who now             
lives in Arizona. The weather was perfect for the duration of the run, and the local Music City                  



Chapter folks couldn’t have been more hospitable. They laid out a wonderful three day agenda               
of riding, site seeing, eating, and socializing, which I’ll try to recap below.  

The run was headquartered in Lebanon, TN, about 30 miles east of Nashville. The Wilson                
County Expo Center in Lebanon served as the host facility, complete with campgrounds and              
banquet halls, and was the gathering point to start each day’s ride. A nearby Days Inn served as                  
the host hotel. So whether you were a camper, or stayed at the hotel, there were plenty of                  
accommodations for the 135 plus attendees, and lots of camaraderie throughout. I would sum up               
the riding as being an excellent mix of a little bit of everything. Each day’s ride consisted of a                   
nice variety of open country roads with sweeping curves, mixed with twisty rural roads with               
great elevation changes, and wooded canopy, which provided some relief from the heat of the               
afternoon. One thing I noticed on the rural twistys was there were no guard rails, and some                 
pretty sharp drop offs that would send you into the nether world if you didn’t pay attention and                  
missed a curve.  But, it was fun riding.  

Day one took us on a 146 mile route in a south easterly direction, with a lunch stop at the                     
picnic pavilion below the Center Hill Dam. This is an Army Corps of Engineers dam on the                 
Caney Fork River which is part of the Cumberland River Basin, and forms Center Hill Lake.                
And, has hydroelectric generating capability to power an average city of 125,000 people. 

 
Center Hill Dam and Lake 



Day two was a choice of 190 or 120 miles, the shorter route designed for folks who signed up                    
to take an excursion bus into downtown Nashville for an evening of Honky Tonkin’ on               
Broadway. I’ve been to Nashville before, so stayed out on the longer run. It took us north into                  
Kentucky, then back into Tennessee for a catered lunch stop at the city park in the town of Red                   
Boiling Springs. This historic town was a flourishing resort in the early 1900’s because of the                
many types of mineral water found here.  

 
Lunch in Red Boiling Springs in the cool comfort of the City Park. 

Day three took us on a 120 mile route east, with a leisurely lunch stop in Granville, TN.                   
Granville was a thriving river town on the Cumberland River in the late eighteen and early                
nineteen hundreds, and is now surrounded on three sides by Cordell Hull Lake, which was               
formed by the construction of the Cordell Hull Dam in the early 1970’s. Historic Granville is                
home to the famous Sutton Store, an antique car museum, a Pioneer Village, and Granville               
Museum, and is the site of many festivals, and car and motorcycle shows. Most riders took                
advantage of the opportunity to browse the historic settings, souvenir shop, or enjoy a fresh ice                
cream cone from the T.B Sutton store. 



 
Historic Granville, TN 

 
Historic Granville, TN 



An interesting side note for the “it’s a small world” department: While relaxing after lunch in                 
Granville, Nancy Cleppe, wife of the Music City Chapter President Tom Cleppe, noticed a guy               
sitting by me wearing one of our Allegheny Mountain Road Run T-shirts. She asked where she                
could get one, since she was so saddened by the news about John Harvey, and really wanted to                  
have one of these commemorative shirts. Hearing this, I introduced myself and gave her Richard               
Spagnolli’s contact information, explaining that he should have some extra shirts available. And             
in the course of the ensuing conversation, I learned she grew up in Norvelt, near Bill Hubert. So                  
at Nancy’s request, I’m also passing along a ‘Hello’ from her to Bill.  

At the closing banquet, Chapter President Tom Cleppe presented the usual awards for Oldest               
Rider, Youngest Rider, Longest Distance, Hard Luck, etc. Then he turned it over to his wife                
Nancy, who had ridden her Indian Scout bobber all three days, to present the award for a new                  
category she created called “Girls Ride Too”. And the winner of that award was our own Karan                 
Andrea, who not only completed the entire 450 miles of the road run, but rode her 1974 Harley                  
Shovelhead 750 miles each way to and from her home in Buffalo, NY.  

 
Congratulations Karan! 



 

 
Congratulations on earning the “Girls Ride Too” award Karan! 

I’ll let Karan take over to tell more about her adventure on the Music City Road Run…  

…I was completely surprised and honored that the Music City Chapter chose me to be the first                  
recipient of the Girls Ride Too award. Its purpose was to recognize the woman they felt best                 
represented those of us who ride these old bikes. There were quite a few women riders at this                  
event, but I did not get to meet or talk to all of them. There were women riding kickers -                    
knuckles, pans, Indian Chiefs, etc. There were women on Evos, and me on my Shovel. There                
were other women who chose to ride two-up with their husbands for the meet, but who ride their                  
own bikes normally. Out of all these incredible ladies, they chose to honor me with this                



first-time award. I am brand new to the vintage bike world, and these people have embraced me                 
in a way that I could never have anticipated. There is a long and rich history of women riders,                   
going back to the beginning of motorcycles as a mode of transportation. Many women riding               
then, as well as today, work on their own bikes. But the fact that the Music City AMCA Chapter                   
felt that I represented these women is beyond humbling.  

 

 
Karan (left) and Nancy Cleppe, with Nancy’s Indian Bobber 

I was gone nine days to this event, and I worked on the Shovel six of the nine days. The first                      
day, my headlight, and one of my spotlights went, and my chain guard broke loose and rattled in                  
place for close to 300 miles before I finally figured out where the noise was coming from. Both                  
brackets had broken and it was just riding the chain, basically. I was very lucky it didn’t go into                   
my spokes, my tire, or get caught up in the chain somehow. The headlight ended up being a bad                   
ground in the pigtail plug, so I replaced the pigtail and the bulb. I thought the spot had burned                   
out, but found out after I got home, that the screw holding the hot wire on had vibrated loose. 

 



 
The sidewalk in front of the Ohio AutoZone in Lancaster, OH was a good place to work. 

The second day I saw some oil seepage that I hadn’t had before, so I just kept an eye on that,                      
and then I had to take an extra long break at a gas station to let the bike cool down enough to                      
start. I still have to sort that out. The third day, my front exhaust bolt had vibrated out, as had a                     
screw on my right handlebar control housing. When I say this Shovel shakes like a wet dog, I am                   
serious. Hopefully the motor work I’m going to learn to do over the winter will smooth it out a                   
bit – I’m going to get to walk through a rebuild with my mentor, Dan Thayer. As it is now, even                     
Loctite won’t keep bolts from backing out. 

The last day in Tennessee, after the closing banquet, I went out to start my bike and noticed                   
no headlight - again. This time, it was the switch on the handlebar that spit the bit. So I rode back                     
to the hotel using my one good spotlight, and the headlight of the bike in front of me. I was                    
leaving the next day for home, and doing two long days back to back. I needed that headlight. So                   
I just moved the high beam wire over to the spotlight switch, giving me one headlight and one                  
spotlight. I didn’t discover that the other spot could have worked if I’d just opened it up and                  
checked that wire. I thought about doing that a few times, but talked myself out of it, thinking,                  
it’s burned out. It’s gotta be. 



 
Working on the headlight again in the Days Inn parking lot before starting home. 

 

There were other things that went haywire and I had to fix, like my horn bracket broke and it                    
fell off and onto my foot, and I lost a hitch pin from my saddlebag, but all in all, nothing                    
catastrophic. The worst was when the starter button began acting up. It finally gave up the ghost                 
on my last day on the road, so I just pulled a screwdriver out of my tools and started the bike by                      
bridging the solenoid posts. The screwdriver lived in my windshield bag for the rest of that day,                 
and any time I stopped for gas, I’d fill up and then roll well away from the pumps before I tried                     
starting the stubborn beast. I could just see myself setting a gas station aflame with the sparks off                  
my bike. I suppose it could truly be called the Atomic Shovel, then! 

Even with all the repairs and whatnot, I had the time of my life on that trip. I really proved to                      
myself that I could take that bike on the road and deal with whatever it handed me. I am very                    
grateful to all the people who have helped me, taught me, encouraged me, and cheered me on.                 
Y’all are my peoples. 



I hear so many women riders (of modern bikes) say that they are always dealing with                 
ridiculous comments from men. I wish that they would come with me to a vintage event and see                  
how REAL men feel about things. All these guys care about is that these old bikes are on the                   
road, running, and that their knowledge about them gets passed to the next generation. This is                
why I get to learn so much - all I did was show some interest, and people just open their brains                     
and dish out whatever I need to know. So, I cannot thank the Music City chapter enough for the                   
honor, and I have to thank my “home” chapter – the Allegheny Mountain Chapter – for their                 
collective support and friendship. I hope to see more women embrace this amazing culture of               
vintage bikes.  

I post frequently in social media about my adventures working on my Shovel, and part of the                  
reason I do this, is because I have a lot of women rider friends, and I hope that maybe seeing me                     
tackle this, someone else may get inspired and try it too. Or maybe at least try changing their                  
own oil, which is where I started. I cannot describe the feeling I get every time I get on that bike                     
and ride it, knowing the work I've done, knowing that if something does break, I am not lost. If I                    
can't fix it, I can give a pretty good go at diagnosing the problem. 

The AMCA wants to see more women as riding members, and there is no reason why that                  
should not happen.  After all, internal combustion IS the ultimate accessory! 

 

 



Chesapeake Chapter National Meet 

The Chesapeake Chapter National Meet took place on September 27-28, 2019 in Jefferson,             
Pennsylvania. The Chesapeake Chapter Swap Meet is always the last Swap Meet of the year.               
When this meet comes along we know that Fall is here and Winter is coming. If you haven’t                  
been to the Chesapeake Chapter Swap Meet, it takes place at the White Rose Motorcycle Club                
located in Little Jefferson, PA. The Motorcycle Club just celebrated its 67th Anniversary.             
Vendors start showing up Thursday morning eager to set up their tables with merchandise to sell.                
Thursday afternoon was a beautiful day. Friday the weather was just as great as the day before.                 
Vendors and customers were in abundance. Saturday, Curt Poole, Richard Spagnoli and Glenn             
Lynch had their bikes in-line for judging. On the field for the first time was Jim Graulty                 
beforming his judging duties. Saturday winds down the swap meet, and that is the end of meets                 
and judging for 2019.  

 
This will be the final year the Jefferson Swap Meet will take place at the White Rose Motorcycle                  
Club. 



 
Vendors open for business. 



 
More Vendors. 

 
The judging field is getting ready. 



 
Bikes are getting ready. 

 
Beautiful Indians getting ready to be judged. 



 
This is one beautiful Henderson. 

 
The judges are hard at work. 



Plumville Loop Fall Ride 

The Allegheny Mountain Chapter Plumville Loop Fall Ride took place on October 13, 2019 and               
was sponsored by Todd Mickinak and Jason Zerbini. When I left my house, it was 33 degrees                 
outside. I am going to be honest with you, by the time I hit Mr. D’s, I was frozen. Thank                    
goodness this day warmed up and eventually became a beautiful riding day.  

We started off at Mr. D’s Restaurant. The owner, Doug, is a friend of Todd Mickinak. Mr. D’s                  
is typically closed on Sunday; however, per Todd’s request, Doug opened his restaurant for just               
our chapter for that day.  This would be both our starting and ending point for this day. 

After leaving Mr. D’s, we headed on Route 819 toward Slickville. Route 819 is a beautiful,                
long-running road. Route 819 eventually ends and runs into Route 981 in Salina, and it winds                
and twists through both countrysides and quaint neighborhoods, and eventually into Avonmore.            
We then took Route 156 which leads into Plumville. You can see the trees starting to turn, but                  
not quite.  Just on the verge.  In Plumville, we took Route 85 and head back to Mr. D’s for lunch.  

Thank you to the 17 riders that participated in the Plumbille Loop Fall Ride! 

Again, our chapter would like to thank both Todd Mickinak and Jason Zerbini for giving us yet                 
another opportunity to get our old iron on the road, and for a chance to enjoy the fall weather                   
together as a chapter! 

 
A big thank you to Doug, the owner of Mr. D’s restaurant for opening up just for us. 



 
A few fellows BS-ing about their bikes. 

 
Richard looking at his BMW. 



 
Boys in the parking lot of Mr. D’s getting ready for the ride. 

 
Organizer at work. 



 
First gas stop.  Everyone thought that this old truck was pretty cool. 

 

 
Resting up and ready for the  second part of the run. 



Allegheny Mountain Chapter Traditional Fall Ride 

The Allegheny Mountain Chapter Traditional Fall Ride took place on October 19, 2019.             
Everyone started showing up at our meeting place, Brady’s Restaurant, around 9:30 a.m., some              
with trailers and some just on their old iron. That morning was very chilly. Not as chilly as the                   
weekend before, but very, very cold still. Some old bikers would say it was too cold, but not us                   
at the Allegheny Mountain Chapter. We all knew it was going to warm up and be a beautiful day                   
to ride, and it certainly turned out to be that.  

Richard Spagnolli planned a great route leaving Brady’s and heading on Route 31/Glades Pike              
heading toward Somerset. Route 31 is such a beautiful road to ride on during a gorgeous fall                 
day. We were surrounded by fall festivals and leaf-peepers, but this is the time of the year for                  
that. We continued up Glades Pike/Route 31 and made a right onto Beulah Road which led us to                  
Berlin. This road cuts through farm-lands and seems like you can see forever. After going               
through the small town of Berlin, we followed E. Mud Pike Road. This road winds through                
farmlands and eventually heads into the mountains where we turned onto Copper Kettle             
Highway. This highway is beautiful, especially at this time of the year. It also leads us onto one                  
of the best roads in the Allegheny Mountains...County Line Road. County Line Road takes us               
through the mountains and past Seven Springs Ski Resort. After our day of riding, we went back                 
to Brady’s Restaurant for lunch. Our Chapter had two back-to-back great fall runs to end our                
season.  We could not have had a better end to the season.  

A big thank you to the 21 riders that participated  in our Fall Ride. 

 
A few guys pulling their bikes out of their trailer.  Getting ready. 



 
Getting ready during a cold morning. 

 
Ian Lucas doing last minute adjustments on his bike.  



 
We were a little late taking off because Allan’s bike was being stubborn that morning; but Allan                 
eventually got her started.  

 

 
First gas stop of the day. 



 
Resting the old iron. 

 
Jerry and John warming up after a cold morning.  



 
A few of the boys getting ready to shove off. 

 
You don’t see to many of these bikes parked at Sheetz. 



 
Jason, Ed and myself getting ready for the second leg of our run. 

 
Everyone taking a chance to fuel up and rest up.  



 
Who is this damn good lookin’ guy?  He should be the model for the Allegheny Mountain 
Chapter. 

 
Cosmo and Jerry ready to get back on the road. 



A windy road going through farmland. 

 
Beautiful day. 



 
Great turnout of riders for this beautiful route. 

 
Beautiful roads. 



 
Enjoying the open road. 

 
Great route. 



 

 
Life doesn’t get any better. 



Great scenery. 

 
Gotta love fall. 



 
Beautiful countryside. 

 
Fun riding. 



 
Leaving Somerset. 

 
Looks like John’s having fun.  



 
Perfect day of riding. 

 
Back at Brady’s for lunch.  Ed, Joe and Glenn shooting the breeze. 



 

 
This could be Jason and Rhonda’s Christmas Photo this year…. 

Upcoming Events / Save the Date 

Allegheny Mountain Chapter Fall Meeting - November 9, 2019 
K-Vay’s Restaurant, Irwin, PA  - 11:30 a.m. - ? 
 
Allegheny Mountain Chapter Christmas Party - December 7, 2019 
Giannilli’s Restaurant, Greensburg, PA  - T.B.D. 
 

 
 
 



Membership 
 
Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.               
Post events on you Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We              
encourage all our members to be active within our organization. 
 
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts             
with your Facebook friends. 

 

 
 

Allegheny Mountain Chapter 
Wants You! 

 
 



 
 

Tech Tip 
 

Ten Steps to Winterize Your Motorcycle 
By BikeBandit ~ May 4, 2018 

 
Follow the link for article. 
https://wp.bikebandit.com/blog/ten-steps-to-winterize-your-motorcycle 
 
 

Member’s Showcased Motorcycles 
 
Showcased motorcycle submitted by Karan Andrea: 
 

Karan’s “Atomic Shovel” – 1974 FLH 

I bought this bike a few years ago at the urging of my now ex-boyfriend, who told me he’d found                    
this shovel that he’d fix up for me to ride, when he rode one of his pans. Sounded like a good                     
idea until I broke up with him. Then I had this shovel that I was honestly scared to ride because it                     
was so unpredictable. And of course, I had the trademark oil slick on my garage floor. I                 
considered selling it, but I really did love the thing, and I wanted to ride it. I didn’t have any                    
mechanical experience, and I had just taught myself to do the fluid changes on my Road King;                 
however, I decided to keep this shovel, so I was going to have to learn to work on it. 

 
The pre-atomic age. My ’74 shovel when I bought it. 

https://wp.bikebandit.com/blog/ten-steps-to-winterize-your-motorcycle


 
Over the winter of 2017-2018 I decided to tackle the wiring. The electrical was sketchy at best,                 
and I figured I could probably handle that. I got some help from fellow chapter member, Paul                 
Greenwood, and from Dan Thayer (Thayer Sales & Service, Corfu, NY). With their help, I did a                 
lot more than rewire the bike. I added lighting, much of which carries through the rocket theme,                 
inspired by the rocket exhaust tip I’d found. I also converted most of the lights to LED, which                  
reduced the draw, so I could then add a 12v port to run GPS from my phone, a pigtail for my                     
heated gear. (Just because I have an old bike, doesn’t mean I can’t have a couple modern                 
conveniences!)  

I’d already had the front forks done. I changed the carburetor from and S&S B to and S&S E,                   
which made a huge difference in the way the bike ran. While the bike was apart, I had the tanks                    
and tins painted, and I added saddle bags, and a luggage rack.  

All I really wanted was to be able to ride the bike around locally on day rides, but once I got                     
going on the project, plans changed. My goal was to ride it to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter                 
road run in June, 2019. I barely got the bike done in time, and with only 180 shakedown miles on                    
it, I rode it to that meet, and home, with no major issues. I did 1,000 miles on the bike – way                      
more than I’d ridden since I owned it. That was a game changer. I loved every minute of that trip                    
– even struggling on wet roads with the squared-off tires that were on the bike (previous owner’s                 
questionable choice) – I had the best time!  

 
The Atomic Shovel before the PA Road Run 



 

There was another run coming up in Tennessee in August, 2019 – the Music City Chapter was                 
hosting. I decided late to attend and got one of the last two spots. Now I had to get the bike ready                      
for a 2,000 mile trip. There was a lot of work that needed to happen before I could take it out                     
again. 

After I got the bike home from PA, there were electrical problems in the rear fender from the                  
rear tire rubbing through the harness, and I knew I wanted to get rid of those nightmarish tires, so                   
it went back on the lift. I rewired the rear fender once more. I also made the rear turn signals                    
LED, and made sure the harness was tight to the fender this time. Rookie mistake – lesson                 
learned. I also completely waterproofed the rear fender/taillight. When I rode home from PA, six               
hours in the rain, I dumped literally a cup of water out of that rear tail light lens. Another lesson                    
learned.  

A lot of the work on this round, I did not have time to do, or learn how to do, because of my                       
schedule, so Dan took care of the new tires, new brake lines, an oil line that was mushy (previous                   
owner used windshield fluid tubing instead), kicker cover gasket. I took a tough pothole in WV,                
and my forks were leaking, so Dan took care of that as well. 

Once I got the bike off the lift again, I only had time to do about 200 shakedown miles, and then                     
I was off to Tennessee with it. The trip was quite the adventure, and the relentless vibration in                  
that bike took its toll on many pieces and parts, but again, I had a blast! I learned that I know that                      
bike pretty well by now, and barring major issues, if it breaks down on the road, I can fix it.  

For someone who, a year ago, had just learned to change the fluids in her modern bike, and was                   
terrified of this shovel, I have come so far. But not far enough. The next time I rode the shovel                    
after I got home from TN, I took it out to Dan’s to talk about winter plans for it. He’s about 20                      
miles from my house. I rode the bike out there, and it didn’t sound right, but it did have a pretty                     
bad exhaust leak (surprise…) Dan took it out for a quick ride, and when I went to start it to come                     
home, it simply would not start. Here was a major issue that I could not fix, and I got lucky                    
enough to have it happen right at the shop where all the magic happens, anyway! 

We had just decided that it was time to rebuild the motor, transmission and clutch this winter, so                  
when the bike wouldn’t start, there wasn’t much point in diagnosing. We will find it soon                
enough. Winter 2019/2020 will be the time I learn to rebuild a shovelhead motor. Dan is going to                  
walk me through all the work I want to do on the bike. I don’t know how I got so lucky to go                       
from having a bike that I had no idea how I was going to even get running, to the point where                     
I’ve found a mentor who will teach me pretty much anything I want to learn. 

 



 

I don’t care how much money I put into this bike. I don’t care how much time it takes to get it                      
sorted out. I learn something new every step of the way, and every time I swing my leg over it,                    
and pull it off the kickstand, I am so proud of what I have accomplished. It makes my heart                   
happy, and you can’t put a price on that. 

  

The Cross Country Chase Member’s Article 
 

 
Member article submitted by Joe Ferri 

 
To the club members, a little recap of my adventures on the Cross Country Chase.  
 
I started this with a decision made on the spur of the moment. Talking to a friend about the                   
Cannonball Run and how much fun it would be, I decided after hearing about the new event                 
called The Chase, that I would look into it. Being a solo run with no support vehicles allowed                  
seemed to me at the time to make this a more affordable alternative to an attempt at The                  
Cannonball. I have a couple of eligible bikes, and with positive encouragement from my              
girlfriend and children, I thought why not, I’m not getting any younger!  
 
So I contact Jason Simms who is, together with his wife LeeAnn, the promoter and the next thing                  
I know I’m filling out my application, making a short video, writing a check for the entry fee and                   
trying to decide what bike I’ll be using. That decision was one that turned out to be good and not                    
so good. After arriving in Sault Ste. Marie Michigan, and learning everything about the handicap               
system, it became apparent that running my ‘47 Indian instead of my ‘31 Harley-Davidson was               
going to make winning much harder. Nevertheless, as I racked up the miles and observed other                
riders with their trials and tribulations keeping the older bikes running, I knew that my choice                
made my run so much less stressful, and left me more time to just take in all the fun stuff that                     
goes on in the parking lot after a long day on the road.  
 
We started out from my place in Export. My friend and driver, Alex, would be bringing the truck                  
and trailer to Key West for, Don Gilmore, and myself. Full of optimism and ready to give it all I                    
had trying to score a great finish, I found out that Don was going to be happy just to get to the                      
finish line. I was “in it to win it” and made it clear. Well that happy thought was dashed pretty                    



quickly when we took our first of 10 daily tests of knowledge. The questions weren’t just tough,                 
they were brutal. Most of them on the first day eluded me, and I vowed to do better; but damn, I                     
had no idea what I was in for. My knowledge of the local area that we encountered, and what I                    
thought I knew about antique motorcycles and the companies that made them, being involved              
and interested in them all my life, failed me miserably that first day. My bike, on the other hand,                   
was running like a top. I made all 267 miles that day and what a day it was. It rained incessantly.                     
The next day, we crossed Lake Michigan on this huge steamship called the “Badger”. We               
crossed the Mackinac Bridge, and rode through some pretty beautiful country the next day, and               
made it to the Harley-Davidson Museum in Milwaukee. The Indian was still, like it did the entire                 
time, running like a well-oiled pocket watch.  
 
The third day found us stopping at three different bike shops for meet and greets. I think I                  
remember rain being part of the equation, and one of the highlights of the trip was arriving first                  
ahead of every other bike, including the class one and two bikes that start earlier than the class                  
three bikes that I started with. The roads on this day were particularly curvy, and I just let it all                    
hang out running away from the rest. This isn’t a particularly smart way to run an endurance                 
race, but I was really having fun, and the bike seemed to be enjoying it too. I adjusted my rear                    
chain that evening, and added the first quart of 50 weight. So far so good. 
  
It’s starting to get warm. Stage four is through Indiana and into Kentucky. Beautiful farms and                
perfect roads. We enjoy a nice lunch stop at Bud’s Harley-Davidson, and end the day in Bowling                 
Green. Beautiful place. The hotel accommodations have been first rate, and believe me, after              
riding the old bikes all day through the hot air, you are ready for a cool shower and a couple cold                     
beers. The action in the parking lot has taken on a carnival atmosphere as we all scramble to get                   
things adjusted and ready for the next day. Todd Mickinak and Glenn Lynch riding all the way                 
from here to cheer us on was terrific. The support from our chapter members really makes it                 
special for me, and I’m sure that Willie, Don and Tom will all agree it makes us very proud to be                     
a part of such a great chapter of the Antique Motorcycle Club. The one thing that stood out for                   
me on this day was the old toll bridge that cost a dollar to cross. This bridge should be on your                     
agenda if you are ever near Murfreesboro, Tennessee.  
 
On the fifth day, one of our fellow Chasers was involved in a pretty bad accident that put him out                    
of the competition. Riding a ‘39 knuckle, he encountered a box van that threw him and the bike                  
violently to the pavement. I was right there, and actually lifted the bike up along with another                 
rider to keep the fuel that was already running close to the fallen pal. He had an injury to his                    
lower leg that turned out to be fairly minor, and his sense of humor was amazing. In no time, he                    
had his phone out, and was making a live video while laying on the ground. What a good sport.                   
We saw him running around on crutches later in the week, and he accompanied us the rest of the                   
way to Key West.  



 
We’re into the mountains now, and it’s hard on these old girls. I noticed just a hint of detonation                   
if I tried to push the old Indian, so I backed off trying to keep up with the four cylinder bikes that                      
had been no problem on the level runs. There were quite a few bikes in the trailer after we                   
arrived in Chattanooga. Some were able to continue, and some were not, but so far only about 10                  
bikes were out of it. We are about half-way there, and it’s hot. Macon, Georgia and only four                  
days to go finds me getting anxious, and I’m feeling like the bike sounds good and should be                  
able to cruise the rest of the way with no trouble. The terrain will be pretty level, but it will be                     
sweltering. Keep hydrated is my mantra now. I’ve been riding in a tee shirt and sunburnt arms                 
are now a worry. Adjusted my chain again and added more oil. So far it’s been a breeze as far as                     
the bike goes. I’ve aced all the sections so far, as has Willie, and Tom. Tom, is actually up in the                     
points with a chance at a win if he can keep the VL running. He’s been wrestling with it along                    
with his constant companion on her VL, Jody Perewitz. I find myself riding alone a lot and it’s                  
actually pretty cool. It keeps you on your toes as far as the navigation part of the equation. We                   
use a route sheet given to each rider one-half hour before we go in the morning, and it’s detailed                   
instructions based on miles. Not the easiest way to go, but very accurate once you’re used to it.  
 
About this time I’m starting to get to know a lot of the people involved with this run as riders and                     
support, and what an interesting group of people. There are a few girls that started on their own                  
bikes, and a couple more riding in sidecars. I match up well with two, Andrea on her ‘36 Indian                   
four and Chris on a ‘35VLH. We run at about the same speed, and need gas at about the same                    
mileage. Another rider that I find I’m close to is a guy named Mike Carson from Texas. He’s a                   
gas, and we’re friends right away. Did I mention that it’s HOT?  
 
We’re now in Florida and will spend the next and last three days crossing the state. I’m getting a                   
little melancholy knowing that this thing will be over soon. I’m having the time of my life with                  
people that are just spectacular on a machine that is performing flawlessly, and in a few days it’s                  
going to be over, or so I thought. We are taking our time now running at a pretty sedate pace just                     
trying not to hurt the bike,s and getting all the miles in without getting lost or missing                 
checkpoints. Florida is a big state, and the Everglades are interesting to say the least. Georgia                
had its armadillos, but Florida road kill is too much. Willie brought home a souvenir that I’ll let                  
him tell you about. He’s a true one-of-a-kind original. About this time, I realize that I have                 
moved up a little bit in the standings due to a couple decent test results, but winning is out of the                     
question, so I can just settle in and enjoy the rest of the ride, and the new friends I’ve made. The                     
last day from Miami to Key West was only 129 miles, and seemed to go by in the blink of an                     
eye. It’s funny how a fifty or one hundred mile ride on our old bikes seems like we’ve done                   
something, but after this trip, I have an entirely different perspective on what can be               
accomplished with a 70 or 80 or even 90 year-old bike.  
 



So I arrived on the beach at Mallory Square, and it’s another carnival with Jason and Rhonda                 
there to welcome us along with my friends Alex and Bill, and the evening is just fantastic. We’re                  
all congratulating ourselves on a ride well-ridden, and making our plans for the next few days. I                 
for one intend to relax in Key West for the night, go fishing the next day on my friend Bill's boat                     
with Alex and Jody Perewitz, and her boyfriend, mother and Aunt. After that, I’ll drive straight                
home and get back to life. Well, hanging out at the pool the next day, I hear about one of the                     
guys who’s been riding with us who needs a rider to compete with his race team in North                  
Carolina at Wake County Speedway. I’m all ears. I find out that this is Curtice Veneral who has                  
a four bike vintage race team. Two are Harley-Davidson JD Boardtrack bikes, and two are ‘45                
flat trackers from the 30’s. I tell my friend Bob Gamache to let Curtice know that I’m his man if                    
he wants to give me a shot. I’ve got a couple nights to hang out in Key West with a free room in                       
a great hotel right off of Duval Street, and a day of snorkeling off of Bill’s boat, and I’m on my                     
way to North Carolina. What a turn of events. I can’t believe my luck, and now all I have to do is                      
show up at the track on Friday morning for practice.  
 
Friday morning comes, and it’s a beautiful day, the track is pretty intimidating, and the bikes                
aren’t ready to go yet, so I unload my Indian and run it around the track a bunch of laps to get a                       
feel for the place. I find that second gear is about right, and practice going around as quickly as I                    
can without using the brakes as the real race bikes have none. This isn’t going to be easy. The                   
racers lap this place in about 21 seconds, and I’m actually going to be competitive with my lap                  
times at practice. I get to run two bikes in practice on Friday, the 61 cubic inch board track bike                    
seems like the fastest one to me, but I get the nod to run the 45 in the race on Saturday. I start out                        
very well, running right up front, but after a few laps, I get passed on the inside, and the next                    
time around, two other riders go around me and then it was over. I didn’t win, but the guys who                    
wrench on Curtice’s bikes said that I was a natural and with some more seat time I’d be running                   
right up front. I’ll say that practice out on the track running alone is one thing, but racing                  
side-by-side with other riders right next to you is an entirely different thing. The distraction               
throws you off, and in an instant you find yourself being passed. At 63, I think my serious racing                   
days are behind me, but it sure was nice being told that I could maybe be good if.  
 
Well I hope you all enjoy this brief recap of my Cross Country Chase experience, and if you take                   
anything away from it at all, I hope it will be to not hesitate to allow yourself to do the things                     
that you can now while you still can. Life is short, and it’s important to get out of whatever little                    
box you find yourself in, so you can meet new people, and see and do new things.  
 
Regards,  
Joe Ferri  
 
 



 
Willie coming in at the Bowling Green, KY stop. 



 
Joe coming in at Bowling Green, KY stop. 



 
Joe and Willie after a long day’s ride, Bowling Green, KY. 

 
Tom coming into the stop at Bowling Green, KY. 



 
A few of the boys doing nightly maintenance for the next day’s ride. 



 
Willie and Todd doing some last-minute maintenance on Boots. 



 
Willie still at it. 

 

 
Morning departure from Bowling Green. 



 
Ready for next day of riding. 



 
Joe and Willie ready to hit the road. 



 
Off they go. 



 
Tom departing from Bowling Green. 



 
Off he goes! 



 
Don Gilmore leaving Bowling Green. 
 



 
Off he goes! 



 
Willie hunting for small treasures. 
 

 
Willie at the finish line in Key West. 



 

 
Joe at the finish line in Key West. 

 
The finish line in Key West.  



 

 
Willie and his proud family at Key West. 
 

 
After the closing ceremony.  The three Amigos. 
 
A huge congratulations to Joe Ferri, Tom Banks, Willie Earhart, and Don Gilmore for              
completing The Chase and being a great representation of our Chapter. 



Fun Fact 
 

Origin of the term HOG in representing Harley Davidson Motorcycles. 

 
Leading up to WWI, a group of Harley riders dominated the racing scene, earning themselves the                
name, “The Wrecking Crew”. Racing was postponed during WWI, but resumed after the war              
ended, and “The Wrecking Crew” was back to racing and continued to rack up wins. A race team                  
member, Ray Weishaar, had a pet piglet that was quickly adopted as the team “mascot”. The                
piglet, named Johnny, would take a victory lap with the rider after each win. The pig would ride                  
on the gas tank of the winning bike. This practice of the pig taking victory laps, started                 
journalists calling the team “The Harley’s Hogs” and saying that Harley was “hogging” all the               
victories. Soon the term HOG became synonymous with the name of Harley Davidson             
Motorcycles, and eventually became the acronym for the Harley Owners Group, and is still used               
as the listing for the stock market. Over the years, Harley has continued to promote the HOG                 
history through various ad campaigns and merchandise.  
 

 



Just for Grins 
 
Submitted by Richard Spagnolli 
OLD MOTORCYCLES AND MONKEY BUSINESS 
 

 

 
Quote for Thought 
 
“Volunteers do not necessarily have the time; but they just have the            
heart.” ~Elizabeth Andrew 

 

 



AMCA ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER, INC. 

 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION  

STATUS: Please check one. New Member __________Renewal _________ 

NATIONAL AMCA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER (required before local chapter membership 
can be accepted) _______________ 

NAME:________________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________  

CITY:__________________________________________________________________  

 ZIP:____________________ TELEPHONE:__________________________________ 

E MAIL:_________________________________ 

Please return your application with $5 annual dues to: 

Joseph Baird, Treasurer  
Allegheny Mountain Chapter, Inc. 

921 Carlisle St. 
Natrona Heights, PA 15065-1013 

Once we have confirmed your status as a current National AMCA member, you will receive a 
membership card by return mail and will be added to our - mail or regular mailing lists. Thank 
you for joining. 


